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  Synthesis of elements  
by  helium and oxygen building blocks 

Bohr atomic model untenable  
No empirical evidence for electron orbitals 

Atoms are structured composites of hydrogen atoms  
Periodicity of periodic table elements due to genesis of element formation  

Atomic magnetic moments due to hydrogen constituents of the atom,  
not due to angular momenta of electron orbital and spin motions. 

In atomic fusions magnetic moments are conserved  
High temperature element fusion untenable 

 
 There is no direct experimental evidence for the existence of electron orbitals.  
If orbitals are presupposed, atomic fission is not causally explainable. Electron orbitals  
are imaginary, so they cannot determine the location of an element in the periodic table.  
There is neither evidence for nuclear neutrons nor for Z protons and Z shell electrons 
where Z is the atomic number.  
 
The Stern-Gerlach experiment is not a verification of the total angular momenta of shell 
electrons but a measurement of magnetic moments. The net magnetic moment is due to 
unpaired hydrogen atoms. The atom is not a composition of a nucleus and an electron 
shell. The compact atom is a structure of hydrogen atoms (Prout 1819).   
The mass number A presents the number of constituent hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen 
consists of a proton and an electron that are magnetically coupled. The relative magnetic 
moment of hydrogen is fixed to be “1”. Atoms with odd mass number possess magnetic 
moment 1, atoms with even mass number have zero magnetic moment.   
Elements are fusion products of hydrogen, deuterium, helium and oxygen building blocks. 
Helium consists of four hydrogen atoms. The architecture (aufbau) of the hydrogen’s and  
magnetic moments determine the identity of an atom. 
The periodic table based on element synthesis is due to increments of 4He and 16O 
foundation stones.  
Conjecture: 11B and 10B are not isotopes but different elements. 11B renamed as  
Mendelium Me. Members of group 3:  Me, Al, Sc, Y, Lu; subgroup: Sc, Y, Lu.   
Periodic patterns are not due to electron valence configuration. Extra nuclear electrons 
and therefore electron orbitals don’t exist.  
Neutrons are not elementary nuclear particles. “Neutrons” are excited hydrogen atoms.  
During the fission of an element, hydrogen atoms can be decay products.  
They are excited and decay: H* →   p+ + e-. 
  
Moseley’s experimental data of spectra of X-rays are not a proof for the existence of  
Z protons in nuclei and Z electrons in shells where Z is the atomic number in the periodic 
table.   
Moseley ignored that isotopes (35Cl and 37Cl for example) of an element cannot exhibit  
the same X-ray spectrum. Each isotope possesses its specific spectrum due to its mass.   
There is no causal explanation why the atomic number Z determines the number  
of nuclear protons as well as the number of extra nuclear electrons. 
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Genesis of  chemical elements 
How were the various elements formed? The most common production line by fusion is the 
assembling of an element given plus helium to create a new element. For example:  
 
52Cr + 4He → 56Fe ;      

56Fe +  4He → 60Ni  
 
Superscripts indicate the number of hydrogen’s that constitute the element.  
The new periodic table is based on the aufbau process by consecutive fusions of additional 
helium or oxygen atoms.  
The alkali elements have an increasing mass number but the chemical behaviour remains 
unchanged because their physico-chemical active surface remains the same.  
So it is assumed that the stepwise increase of alkali masses (Li-7, Na-23, K-39, Rb-87)  is 
nothing but a consecutive attachment of a  building block that does not change the physico-
chemical feature of the new element.  Example: If Li possesses for example the atomic magnetic 
moment M = 1, the attachment of oxygen 16O result in sodium 23Na where the magnetic 
moment of Li is conserved for Na because 16O has zero magnetic moment. 
10B and 11B possess different magnetic moments  and crystal structures. There is a plea that they 
should be treated as elements: Me ≡ mendelium ≡ 11B and B ≡ boron ≡10B. Current QM claims 
that both, 10B and 11B, possess  electron spin S = ½ but experimental verification is missing. 
 
Element formation due to quantum mechanics untenable 

 
In the chapter Origin of the Elements  
produced by the Nuclear Science Division ---- Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 
the graph depicted above shows the formation of the elements according to current physics.  
 http://www.lbl.gov/abc/wallchart/chapters/10/0.html 
 
The common untenable opinion is  that in stars atomic nuclei are born naked and that then  
their net positive charge  attracts the negatively charged electrons to produce neutral atoms. 
In the heat of this hell a thing of impossibility…  Take carbon = C. It comprises 6 neutrons, 
therefore 6 electrons  must be catched for nuclei  and  the sophisticated construction of the 
electron jacket could begin. 
How were the numerous elements of our cosmos formed? Current QM theory claims that  
the infernal heat of stars delivers the energy necessary to form nuclei by fusion.  
For our sun Nuclear Science Division (chapter 10) claims: 
The basic reaction chain (86% of the time) is the fusion sequence: 
1H +  1H  →  2H + e  + υe 
2H +  1H  →  3He + γ 
3He + 3He →  4He + 1H + 1H 
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These fusion reactions occur only at the centre of the Sun where the high temperature (~107 K) 
gives the hydrogen and helium isotopes enough kinetic energy to overcome the long-range 
repulsive Coulomb force and come within the short-range of the attractive strong nuclear force.   
 
The processes described above produce only nuclei of the elements: In the infernal heat of  
about 107 K atoms cannot have electron shells, neutrons would decay into protons and electrons. 
The elements cannot pull on their electron jacket… 
Therefore, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory physicists claim that the origin of the 
elements takes place at temperatures of “only” 4000 K, 400.000 years after the big bang!  
 
At this time it is assumed that 
the average energies of nuclei and electrons were low enough to form stable hydrogen and 
helium atoms. 
As we can see, this claim is a black box:  
At the surface of our sun the temperature is about 5800 K. The temperature at which the 
formation of the elements allegedly functions is 4000 K, not essentially lower 
than at the surface of the sun. 
Think for instance at the formation of caesium. The first ionization energy for caesium is 
 only  3,89 eV, i. e. with only 3,89 eV the outermost electron can be removed!  
The second ionization energy of Cs is  25,1 eV, and so on.  
 
Thermal ionization works at temperatures < 4000 K. Note how thermal ion sources work: 
Samples are deposited on specially treated filaments (usually rhenium or tantalum), then 
carefully dried. The filaments are heated slowly, leading to evaporation and vaporization  
of the sample. The resulting positively ionized atoms are accelerated from the ion source 
 by an electric field, then mass-separated by an electromagnet.  
Source: http://www.sahra.arizona.edu/programs/isotopes/methods/ionization.html 
 
Recall that the melting point of a tantalum filament  is about 3000 C˚. Of course, the ionization 
of the sample takes place earlier at lower temperatures. For instance cesium has  the boiling 
point at 944 K and the critical point at 1938 K.  
www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_ionization+thermal+ionization  specifies:  
The hot filament reaches a temperature of less than 2500 degrees Celsius, leading to the 
inability to create atomic ions of species with a high ionization energy, such as Osmium (Os), 
and Tungsten (H f -W). 
 
It follows from these facts that at 4000 K the orbitals of the elements cannot be formed!  
Nuclei are not able to bind electrons. Then one must ask the question: How could nuclei arrange 
their orbitals? Current physics offers no comment on this topic… For example, Cs has 55 
protons. According to Bohr, the 1s electron has the velocity v = Z 2π e2/nh.  
For hydrogen (Z = 1) the velocity is about 3000 km/sec, for Cs (Z = 55): v =  55 × 3000 km/sec!  
How does the nucleus capture the electron?  
Forget Bohr! According to current theory the 1s electron is not an orbiting one. Why does it not 
crash into the nucleus? Concerning the orbital formation there is a black box…  
 According to QM, nuclear reactions are described by particle exchanges: An element can lose 
or receive protons, neutrons and electrons. Consider the often-cited reaction:  
ortho-2D +  14N  →   3He + 13C (magnetic moments M:   2 + 0 →  1 +1) 
Even if we assume that atoms possess their electron jacket in the infernal heat, particle exchange 
would destroy the electron jackets and the aufbau of new electron jackets according to QM rules 
is not explainable. For example: “N loses a p  to get C, H receives a p  to get He.”  
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These processes must change or destroy the electron shells. Then the new elements possess  
new shell structures that form themselves according to QM rules?  What is really going on is  
not explainable in terms of QM.  
Then consider the element synthesis  
        23Na +  16O  + electrical energy →  39K  
Neutrons and protons of O join the Na nucleus, 8 electrons join the Na electron orbital  
according to the rules of QM (Pauli, Hund…).  

 
 The graph from invsee.asu.edu shows for example p-orbitals, they 
are impossible in the assumed heat.  
The enormous heat of about 4000 K is not the right environment 
for the production of K.  
There must be low energy fusion on Earth that produces K! 
 
For example:  

  

 23Na +  16O  + electrical energy  →    39K  
 
 

Nuclear fusion sequences: the triple alpha process, carbon burning... 
 
http://wapedia.mobi/en/Silicon_burning_process claims:  
stars with normal mass (no greater than about 3 solar masses) run out of fuel after the hydrogen 
in their cores has been consumed and fused into helium. Stars with an intermediate mass 
(greater than 3 but less than about 8-11 solar masses) can go on to "burn" (fuse) helium into 
carbon by means of the triple-alpha process..... 
α + α + α = 3α  
... As massive stars contract, their cores heat up to 600 MK and carbon burning begins which 
creates new elements as follows: 
 C + He →   O,      O + He →  Ne (names of the elements stand for their nuclei!) 
Comment:  
The cited fusion sequences  correspond to nuclear fusions only! For example there  
is no triple alpha process       α + α + α = 3α     but       He + He + He  →  C  
This theory does not and cannot describe how for example the oxygen nucleus is capable  
of arranging its well defined orbital structure!  
Of course during the burning time electrons cannot be arranged into orbitals.  
Recall that the first ionzation energy of O is only  13,6 eV.  
But even if the nucleus of O is not in a hot environnement, the question remains:  
 How is the arrangement of the electrons possible? 
 
Why „cold“ fusion is alledgedly impossible:  
the assumed positively charged nuclei repel each other 
Wikipedia claims that  
Because nuclei are all positively charged, they strongly repel one another. 
 Normally, in the absence of a catalyst such as a muon, very high kinetic energies are required 
to overcome this repulsion 
 Extrapolating from known rates at high energies down to energies available in cold fusion 
experiments, the rate for uncatalyzed fusion at room-temperature energy would be 50 orders 
 of magnitude lower than needed to account for the reported excess heat.  
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Empirical evidence for Low Energy Atomic  Reactions (LEAR) 
 
Yasuhiro Iwamura et. al. presented some examples of  element formations at the  
ICCF-11conference, in Marseilles, France, on October 31-November 5, 2004.  
These japanese physicists observed for instance the process: 
88Sr + 8? →  96Mo 
Iwamura et. al. reported that the process mentioned works with 2D but not with H2. 
Some preliminary remarks to this process: A stable element 8Be for the unknown reactant 8?  
does not exist. As explained above the short living unstable 8Be* can work as an intermediate 
catalyst. But instead of the addition of 8Be* we can explain the formation of 96Mo also as a fast 
on-going combination of 88Sr with 4He (or with 2D): 
88Sr +4He+ 4He +  →  96Mo + 53.5 MeV.  
 Note that all reactants do not possess extra-nuclear electrons in orbitals.  
The assembling of the compact modules functions due to magnetic forces.  
Recall that this process functions only when the sum of the mass numbers of the  
deuterium reactants is 8.  
 
Iwamura et. al. did not mention the nature of 2D or 4He .  
  According to current theory they 

 possess   “orbiting” electrons.  
But there is no causal explanation how the nuclei of the 2D or 4He can be combined with  
the nucleus of Mo without the total destruction of the electron orbitals of Mo and D!    
 
Above I proposed an atomic model that is comprised of hydrogen atoms only.  
The mass number of an element is the number of H atoms.  
Neutrons are not elemental particles but decay products: H* →   p+ + e-.  
During fission some H-atoms are excited: H →  H*, and decay. For details see below. 
According to that model two 1H can be combined to ortho-D or para D: 
 Further, 2D + 2D →  4He = para- He; this is not a molecule but an atom.  
 According to the proposed “natural” series of helium fusions (see the periodic table below)  
96Mo is the result of two steps:  
88Sr + 4He  →  92Zr;       92Zr + 4He  →  96Mo 
Perhaps the experiment of Iwanura et.al. also works with helium or neon in this manner: 
86Sr +  20Ne   →  106Pd 
Papers of Iwamura et.al. are easily available at the website of  New Energy Times: 
http://www.newenergytimes.com/v2/views/Group1/Iwamura.shtml 

Archives for LEAR  (Low Energy Atomic Reactions) are available at 
http://www.newenergytimes.com/v2/archives/fic/index.shtml 

  
The assembling of elements that possess neither nuclei nor electron shells  
 
If there are no extra-nuclear electrons and if there are no nuclear neutrons and protons, then  
the fusion of elements can be thought of as assembling of building blocks to new elements. 
 All elements are specific configurations of hydrogen atoms. (William Prout’s thesis in 1819.) 
Hydrogen atoms can be combined to building blocks. 
Building blocks are D, H, C, O, He…   H is the ordinary brick.  
Note that the major decay products are α-particles, i.e. He. This is an indication that He is the 
prevalently occurring building block. 
These building blocks are combined to form the various elements.  
The elements don’t possess  electron orbitals, they are compact atoms. 
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The bonding of the compact atom is due to magnetic coupling.  
Hydrogen comprises a proton and an electron. Protons and electrons are tiny magnets.  
Hydrogens as the basic building blocks dont’t repel one another, they attract each other  
when they come near in the right position. 
The problem of repelling protons exists only for the untenable nuclear model of QM! 
 
What’s the matter with neutrons? ... there are no such things as a neutron in nuclei... (Dulaney) 
 
During decomposition of an atom, hydrogen atoms become 
 destabilized and decay:           H  →   H*  →   p+ + e- 
 
What we recognize as neutrons after fission of an atom are  exited hydrogen atoms that decay:  
H*  →    p+ + e-. 
The neutron is not an elemental particle. It consists of a proton and an electron. 
See below the References:  
1: Monti and his references to Borghi 
2:  Clarence Dulaney  
... there is no such thing as a neutron...http://sites.netscape.net/clarencedulaney/homepage 
3: Marinsek, article on Neutrons... 
 
Atomic numbers Z don’t determine the number of protons and electrons. 
No evidence that boron (for example) possess 5 electrons and 5 protons 
 
Boron  10

5B:     5 protons, 5 shell electrons, 5 neutrons.  
                       11

5B:      5 protons, 5 shell electrons, 6 neutrons. 
Same Z number 5 determines allegedly that the two boron’s are isotopes of the element boron. 
But: Where are the experiments that verify the above enumerated fission products  
protons, neutrons and electrons for all elements? 
The Bohr atomic model was completed by Moseley who ordered all elements with the so-called 
atomic number Z that allegedly identifies the number of nuclear protons and as well the number 
of extra nuclear electrons. This is Moseley’s law. 
In the following it is shown that Moseley’s law is untenable, moreover, it is pointless because 
there are no electron orbitals.  
 
 
Fission of heavy atoms refutes Moseley’s law  
and the electronic shell structure of the Bohr model 
 
Nuclear fission: 
235

92U + n →  236
92U*…. Where U* means unstable U. 

 

236
92U*→  140

54Xe* + 94
38Sr* + 2n.  

But also the reaction products Xe, Sr  are unstable.  
Their decay is a β-minus decay, i. e. an electron e_ is emitted: 
Chain reaction according to textbooks: 
140

54Xe* →  e_ +  140
55Cs* →   e_ +  140

56Ba * →  e_  + 140
57La*→  140

58Ce (stable) 
94

38Sr*   →  e_  +  94
39Y*  →   e_ +  94

40Zr  (stable) 
The last alleged reaction equation one can rewrite:  
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A=94 
Z=38Sr*   → 2e-_   +  A=94 

Z=40Zr  (stable) 
 
It is easy to elucidate the errors made:  
The β radiation is of such an intensity that it cannot be caused by emitted electrons from  
the outer electron shells. Therefore it is assumed that nuclear neutrons emit these electrons.  
So two neutrons release two electrons: 
Therefore the number of protons of the daughter element Zr increased by two and has now 
 40 protons. But the number of shell electrons remains unchanged: 38 for Sr and also 38 for Zr. 
Here the confusion begins… 
 
The basic dogma of atomic physics asserts that solely the number of extra nuclear electrons and 
the electronic shell structure determines the chemistry of the elements.  
 In our example the electronic jacket of Sr remains unchanged and therefore we have to write 
that the reaction product remains the element Sr and not Zr because the element  Zr would 
possess 40 electrons. 
Therefore the  decay reactions must read: 
 
A=94 

Z=38Sr*   → 2e-_   +  A=94 
Z=40Sr* (with 38 extra nuclear electrons)  

 
The daughter element Sr is negatively charged and not stable! 
If the reaction product is the stable element Zr (and not Sr), then the Bohr-Moseley atomic 
model is a failure!  
Conclusion: The Bohr model with extra nuclear electrons and Moseley’s law that atomic 
number Z means the number of protons in the nuclei and in the electron shells collapsed. 
 Chain reactions produce hybrid phantom atoms that possess more protons than shell electrons. 
Prout’s atomic model:  
It consists of H-atoms only. If an unstable atom emits electrons then an ionized atom is the 
result, no problem… 
 
Insurmountable difficulties of the electron shell aufbau-process for fission daughter products: 
The  occurring daughter elements Xe and Sr of the fission   
236

92U*→  140
54Xe* + 94

38Sr*   cannot manage the resurrection of the electron shells of Xe: 
  
[Kr]4d105s2p6   and Sr: [Kr] 5s2! 
  
fission U-235 + n → Xe-140 Sr-94 2n - 6 e- 

Electron shells [Rn] 5f36d17s2 → [Kr]4d105s2p6  [Kr] 5s2   
 
 
Now the tremendous resurrection work begins: Take for example Sr: The 9 electron shells (or 
orbitals) must be filled with 38 electrons in the following order: 
 
Sr 1s 2s   2p 3s  3p  3d  4s  4p  4d  4f 5s 
Z = 38 2 2     6  2   6   10  2   6  2 
 
 Forces must lift the electrons according to rules to their locations. Spins must be start.  
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Résumé 
Nuclear neutrons don’t exist – Moseley’s law that determines the number of neutrons in 
nuclei is pointless. 
Atoms don’t comprise nuclei and extra nuclear electrons. 
Atoms consist of magnetically bound hydrogen atoms only (WILLIAM PROUT in 1819). 
Unstable atoms decay. Due to decay some hydrogen parts can be damaged and break away. 
These hydrogen’s are now instable also and decay into proton and electron. What we call 
neutrons are decaying hydrogen’s. 
If there are no neutrons in the nuclei but only hydrogen’s then Moseley’s law that the atomic 
number Z determines the number of protons and neutrons is pointless.  
 
Empirical evidence that not only electrons (β-) but also positrons (β+) are decay products. 
Missing explanation… 
 
Shortcomings of the QM atomic model:  
It contains protons, neutrons and electrons but not positrons! This model is untenable 
because it cannot explain the occurrence of positrons when unstable atoms decay.  
In the article Moseley’s Law Refuted 
it is shown that  from Moseley’s investigations  it is impossible to conclude that atoms have 
Z protons in a kernel that is surrounded by Z shell-electrons. No empirical evidence that 
atomic number Z determines the number of extra nuclear electrons and nuclear protons. 
 There is no experimental verification that for example  
carbon-12 comprises 6 protons, 6 neutrons and 6 electrons…  
 
 

Element assembling obeys mass and magnetic moment conservation  
Assembling by magnetic coupling 
 
If there are no extra-nuclear electrons and if there are no neutrons, then the fusion of elements 
can be thought of as assembling of building blocks to new elements. 
Building blocks are  D, He, O, C. 
Most common building block is He. Remember that decays often occur as alpha radiation.  
It is therefore plausible that binding energy per constituent atoms is maximum for He. 
 
4 H’s unite to 4He. 4He itself is also a building block for other elements: 
Four  4He´s form the oxygen building block 16O. 
The most abundant elements of the cosmos are H and He.  
The most abundant elements of our globe are H, He, C, O, Si, Al, Fe.     
Oxygen plus carbon unite to silicon: 
12C +  16O  →   28Si or with another way: 24Mg +  4He  →   28Si.    
Fe can be formed  this way:  52Cr + 4He  →   56Fe… 
 Note therefore that   the atomic weight must be conserved for possible fusions.  
The number of protons (or vice versa the number of neutrons) is pointless, they don’t exist,  
see the article Moseley’s law refuted.  
The assembling 52Cr + 4He →  56Fe shows that only a helium brick can be assembled to 52Cr 
 in order to build 56Fe!  
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Conjecture: During atomic reactions magnetic moments M  are conserved 
  
The Stern-Gerlach-experiment shows that atoms possess a magnetic moment or not.  
QM claims that this magnetic moment  is due to orbiting and spinning electrons in the electron 
shell. This interpretation is false!  
 
Atomic magnetic moments  are due to unpaired hydrogen constituents of the atom. An atom 
consists of hydrogen atoms, 4He for example  consists of 4 hydrogen’s. 
See the  article Synthesis of Chemical Elements by Helium and Oxygen Building Blocks  
where I show the aufbau of the elements by electromagnetic coupling. 
 
Regarding magnetic moments we don’t possess the experimental values for all elements.  But 
there are a lot of known atomic reactions where we can infer from the premise that magnetic 
moments remain conserved at the relative numeric value of the magnetic moment of an element.  
 
Regarding the reaction    2D  +  3T  "   4He  + 1H  
4He consists of four hydrogen’s, the net magnetic moment is zero. 2D can be ortho-D or para-D, 
therefore the magnetic moment can be M = 2 or M = 0. The magnetic moment of 1H is M = 1, 
then magnetic moment conservation requires:      ?   +  ?   "    0  +  1.  
If we try with M = 2 for 2D, magnetic moment conservation is not possible.   
So  2D  is a  para-D with zero magnetic moment.    
M is conserved for the reaction:  0 + 1  "   0 + 1. Therefore M  = 1 for 3T. 
Further examples: 3T +  4He  "  7Li,  it follows: M  = 1  for 7Li. 
Oxygen and sodium can be fused to potassium  this way:  23Na + 16O "  39K. 
 16O consists or four 4He, therefore its magnetic moment  is M = 0. Magnetic moments are 
conserved when  for Na and K  M  = 1.   (1 + 0 " 1)! All alkali metals have M = 1! 
This assembling with oxygen does not alter the chemically active surface because oxygen 
increases only the inactive mass.  
 
6Li, 10B,  11B 
6Li is the source material for the industrial production of  3T:   6Li  +1H   "  3T + 4He 
When then the magnetic moment for T  is M = 1, then due to the reaction  
6Li has magnetic moment  M = 0.  
Regarding the reaction   10B  +  1H "   7Li  +  4He, 
if we set M=  1 for  7Li, then necessarily   10B  has magnetic moment  M = 0. If it possesses  
only paired hydrogen’s, no magnetic deviations occur in a Stern-Gerlach experiment.    
In this case this isotope consists of  2 ! 4He and one para-2D 
11B: Magnetic moment  M = 1. Because 7Li + 4He "  11B 
 
When  there are two different magnetic moments for 11B and  10B then QM is falsified because 
QM predicts  for boron with its two isotopes an unique total angular momentum   
J = ½ . Recall these remarks for the periodic table with included magnetic moments! 
Note very well that not all configurations of atoms are stable.  Oxygen is stable.    
The formula is 16O, which means that the total number of hydrogen’s (H’s) is 16.    
 
16O consists of four 4He.  4He is two para- 2D and has zero magnetic moment. 
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A  He atom that would consist of two ortho- 2D on top of each other is not very stable.  
Because this configuration is unstable, also two of them on top of each other are instable.   
This atom would be 8Be that is unknown. 
In any case experiments must determine the real magnetic moments.  
 
I fixed the  magnetic moment of 1H to be  M = 1  in order to  distinguish it from the  
not existing spin S = ½ of QM. 
 
We can opt for  M = 1 for all elements with odd mass number A   
and M = 0 for all atoms with whole-number atomic mass A.  
Then  experiments decides if our assumptions are correct or not. 
 
  
Proutian atomic model: magnetic moments M  due to atomic structure 
A = atomic mass,  
n = integer number 

 
M 
 

 
Collocation  
of 11H  

Examples 

A = n!
4He 0	   4He, 12C, 16O, 20Ne 

A = n!
4He + para-2D 0 #$ 6Li , 10B,  22Ne 

A = n!
4He + 1H 1 " 25Mg, 65Cu, 109Ag, 37Cl, 197Au, 

45Sc, 89Y, 
A = n!

4He + para-2D +  1H 1 " 27Al,   63Cu, 35Cl, 23Na, 39K, 87Rb, 
71Br, 15N, 31P, 107Ag 

 
 
The nature of neutrons, the nature of isobars 
  
SG exp. was performed with a 50 to 50% isotope mix of 107Ag and 109Ag.  
In the Bohr model the silver isotopes differ only regarding the number of neutrons,  
the orbitals are the same, so spins are the same, too. 
 
According to Prout all atoms consist of hydrogen. Unstable neutrons are not components of 
atoms.  During  a decomposition of an atom, hydrogen’s can be destabilized and reappear as 
decaying  “neutrons”. (See the article Neutrons are decaying excited hydrogen atoms)  
 
Isobars contain the same number of hydrogen’s but possess different architecture.  
Due to different architectures, isobars exhibit different times of flight in mass spectrometry.  
The mass of isobars conforms with mass number A. 
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Basic assembling’s to make possible atomic configurations 
 
è  Remark:     The number of neutral electron –positron pairs (shown blue) is unknown 

 
proton +                   electron/positron pairs  +                  electron  

 
 
 
 
                      1H                                                     ortho 2D                                                 para-2D 
                  

                                                                                                              
 
                                    para 4He 
 
 
 

Element formation 
The graph shows some formations of elements: 
Two 1H can be combined to 2D,  
1H +1H →  ortho-2D    The alternate assembling gets    1H +1H →  para- 2D                       
Then para-2D  +  para-2D   →    stable para-4He 
A helium atom that would consist of two ortho- 2D  is unstable.  
 o-2D  +  o-2D   →  unstable o-4He* 
 
Regarding this process, wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cold_fusion#CITEREFSaeta1999  
shows the lack of understanding of current physics: 
Deuteron fusion is a two-step process, in which an unstable high energy intermediary is formed: 
D + D → 4He* + 24 MeV 
Here the varieties of deuterium and helium are not distinguished! As explained above there are 
para- and ortho- varieties of both helium and deuterium. 
Because the configuration o-4He* is unstable, also two of them on top of each other are 
unstable:  8Be*  is unstable. It decays in 7×10-17 sec into 2α.  However, 9Be is stable.  
The requirements for stability are unknown. The synthetic isotope 8Be* has a half-life time of 
only 6,722 · 10−17 s.  
 
QM cannot explain why there is no element with the mass number A = 8: 8Be. 
 Only the stable 9Be is known.  
The synthetic isotope 8Be has a half-life time of only 6,72 · 10−17

 s. 
 This is the proof that  8Be is  not stable. 
Regarding the formation of carbon, it is possible that even the unstable 8Be* can be a partner  
as a short time intermediate in the process of carbon formation:  
two helium 4He unite to ßBe* and ßBe* unites immediately with 4He to carbon:  
 
2 × 4He  →  8Be* + 4He →  12C 
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The periodic aufbau of the elements 
 
Vertical columns show the building blocks oxygen, helium and deuterium how they form 
successively elements.  
 
Horizontal listed elements of the periodic tables (below) are generated by the successive 
addition of para-4He. The prevalent fusion seems to be the helium fusion.  
Examples below. 
 
ê  Columns: element formation with D, He, C and O building blocks ê  

7Li ê  4He  ê     2D  ê  3T  ê  
3T  ê  

+ 16O +12C  + 2D +12C+ +16O 
23Na 16O  4He   + 15N + 19F 

 + 16O + 16O + 16O + 16O + 16O 
39K 32S 20Ne   31P 

35Cl 

 
 
The helium building block para-4He  explains  most element formations of the periodic table. 
In the following,  4He means always a para-4He. 
    
→ Add   4He  to an element and generate the following new elements… 
 
7Li + 4He  " 11B;           15N + 4He  " 19F;          35Cl + 4He  " 39K;   
19F + 4He  " 23Na;          23Na + 4He  " 27Al.  
 
 Are the following fusions possible?     
 Example of a break:  I → Cs:  127I +  4He is not 

133Cs!   
(129I has a half life of 1,57 107 y). 
 
$  
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Genesis of the elements  
 
Two series of elements are sequentially ordered by increments of 4He building blocks.  
If the table has 9 columns and if the continuation of the series goes on in the depicted 
manner, then we observe in the first column the alkali metals Li – Na – K – Rb - Cs. 
The vertical mass increments for Li-Na-K are:  
7Li + 16O  " 23Na + 16O  "   39K 
Legend:  arrow → means: add 4He assuming magnetic moment conservation.  
Devoid of an arrow  →: means a gap,  no further addition of 4He  
 
 

  Element formation due to   increments of   + 4He building blocks   g 

 
 
 

Series        Li - B - N - F - Na - Al - P - Cl - K - Sc - V - Mn - Co - Cu - Ga - As - Br - … 

Series    C - O - Ne - Mg - Si - S - Ar - Ca - Ti - Cr - Fe - Ni - Zn - Ge - Se - … 

 
 
   

6Li →         
10B→       

14N→     
7Li →     

11B→           
15N→              

19F →  

         
12C→     

16O →   20Ne →  
23Na →  27Al →        

31P→    35Cl→    
24Mg →        

28Si →   
32S  →     36Ar→   

 
39,41K→   

45Sc 
51V→     

55Mn→  
→→  

59Co→  63,65Cu→
→  <→  
→  

69,71Ga→  
→→  →  

 
75As →    79,81Br→   

40,44Ca→  48Ti →  52Cr  →   
56Fe →  60Ni →  64,68Zn→   72,76Ge→

→  →   
80Se →    

84Kr→  
 
85Rb →   

89Y→    93Nb →   
97Tc→   101/3Rh→  107/9Ag→   113In 123Sb→   

127I  

 
88Sr →   

92Zr →  
96Mo →  100Ru→  

→→→  
 

104Pd  112Cd  
 

124Sn→
→  

128Te→  
→  

132Xe→  
What 
deter
mines 
the 
length 
of 
period
s? 

133Cs  177Lu→  181Ta→  185Re  
e 

193Ir→  197Au  205Tl→   
205Tl 

209Bi   
136Ba  180Hf→  184W→  

→  

188Os 196Pt  200Hg 208Pb→   212Po  
 
 In the table there is not always a strong succession of elements with steps of 4He.  
Consider the step   63Cu + 4He → is not 69Ga.  But 65Cu + 4He → 69Ga.  
I, Cs, Au and Ba are not followed by He.  
 
What determines the length of periods?  
Regarding the row begining with 7Li →  the arrow means: add 4He  and get 11B, add 4He and  
get 15N, add 4He and get 19F, add 4He and get 23Na. But 23Na one can get also by the addition  
of 7Li plus oxygen 16O!  
Therefore with 19F the end of the period is obtained and one must switch to the next row.  
Then begin with 23Na, add He’s and get Al, P and 35Cl. No add He und switch to the next row 
 to 39K. But one an get 39K also by adding oxygen to Na in the first column! 
Due to multiplicity of isotopes   a continuation in this manner does not occur. 
16O can be a merger  of 4 4He’s. 
 

Series        Li - B - N - F - Na - Al - P - Cl - K … 
7Li →     

11B→           
15N→              

19F →  
16O $      

16O         
16O $     16O $   

23Na →  27Al →        
31P→    35Cl→    

16O $             44H$  44H$   

 
39K           

75As →    79Br→   
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Now regard below the second part of periodicity:  
Again 16O occurs as building block, equally 3! 16O that are 12 4He’s  or 48 1H’s.  
8Be* is not stable but it can be a short living intermediate.  
 
For great atomic numbers due to the multiplicity of isotopes also a multiplicity of building 
blocks occur. But one can find rows with 44 H’s and 88 H’s.  
These values are not considered as building blocks. In that sector  the element synthesis goes  
on with an addition of He. 
 
 
 

Series    C - O - Ne - Mg - Si - S - Ar - Ca - Ti - Cr - Fe - Ni – Zn … 

 
 
   

6Li →         
10B→       

14N→    
18O 

2D$           2D$   
2D$               2D$  

8Be*→          
12C→     

16O →   20Ne →  
16O$       16O$     16O$   16O 
24Mg →        

28Si →   
32S  →     36Ar→   

16O$          3 16O$     3 16O$  3 16O$  
40Ca  48Ti →  52Cr  →   

56Fe →  60Ni →  64Zn   76Ge →   80Se →    
84Kr→  

3 16O$  44 H 44 H 44 H 44 H 3 16O$  3 16O$  3 16O$  3 16O$  

 
88Sr →   

92Zr →  
96Mo →  100Ru→  

→→→  
 

104Pd  112Cd  
 

124Sn→
→  

128Te →  132Xe→  

3 16O$  88 H 88 H 88 H 
187Re 

88 H 88 H   
205Tl 

  
211At 136Ba  180Hf→  184W→  

→  

188Os→  192Pt  200Hg     
  
 
See below the elements on a spiral.  
 
Improvement necessary! 
 
$ 
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A  periodic table due to the genesis of element formation 
 
Periods are not due electron shells.  
 Periods are generated by regular mass increments  
by addition of building blocks D, C, O  
  
Eric Scerri clarified the nature of periodicity for the  periodic table: 
The correct sequence of successive periods of elements in the medium, or as better 
displayed in the long-form, table, is 2, 8, 8, 18, 18, 32, 32.  
Nobody has yet succeeded in deducing this sequence from quantum mechanics 
although there are certain claims to having done so (Löwdin 1969, 
Allen and Knight 2002, Ostrovsky 2001. 
Comment:  
The periods of 2, 8, 8, 18, 18, 32, 32 are expressed in terms of atomic numbers.  
When we instead use atomic mass A, we get  4, 16, 16, 36, 36, 64, 64  
or  building blocks: He, 4He, 9He, 16He,  or   He, O,  3C, 4O. Formula: 4n2. 
 
Example the  aufbau of alkali metals group: 7Li +16O " 23Na + 16O "39K, etc.  
Obviously , oxygen is here the building block for the periodic aufbau. Addition of O in this 
column does not alter chemical and physical similarities!   
Below a periodic table in two parts shows the formation of the elements more accurately.   
The first table shows elements with odd magnetic elements. Numbers in brackets (1) for 
example mean magnetic moments M.  
Red arrows 6   mean fusion of the element with the element that stands above of the element.  
Example:   para 2D (0)  + 1H6 (1) "  3T (1)                       
 Black arrows 4    mean addition of He. Examples: 15 N + 4He  "   19F;  19 F + 4He  "   23Na  
Magnetic moments (assumed to be 1) are conserved. 

BNa

Li

N

F

Al

K

Cl

P

As

Sb

Sc

Y

Br

Rb

Mn

Co

Cu

Ga

V

Nb

Tc

Rh

Ag

In

I

Au

Ta

Re

Ir

La

Li + He = B

B + He = N

N + He = F ...!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Element Formation

Helium Spiral

Cs

Tl

Bi

+ 2
4He

 

Lanthanoids Pr, Pm,
Eu, Tb, Ho, Tm, Lu
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Remarks to columns:  
The alkali group consists at least of 7Li , 23Na, 39K ,41K, 87Rb, 85Rb and 133Cs 
All of them possess magnetic moment M = 1.  
There are identical compounds of Rb and Cs with O and H: RbO2, CsO2 ; RbOH, CsOH.  
There are compounds NaCl as well as CsCl. Li, Na, K, Rb and Cs  show the same crystal 
structure…    
The akali atoms  are isomorph.  
 
Rows 
5th row: 7Li (1) + He (0) " 11B (1); 15N (1) +He (0) "  19F (1);  37Cl (1) + He (0) " 41K  
 
Two atoms can be docked such that magnetic  moments structure  remains conserved:  
41K (1) + He (0) " 45Sc (1)          51V (1) + He ( 0) " 55Mn (1) 
 
Isobars  possess the same magnetic moments.  
Examples: 97Mo (1) vs. 97Tc (1);  87Rb (1) vs. 87Sr (1) 
 
 
Periodic table      
 Elements with assumed  magnetic moments M       Element building blocks D, C, He, O 
  
1H 1   

 
   
 
 

 
Legend: atomic magnetic moments  M  
M  = 0  or  paramagnetic ô      
 Ortho- magnetic moment:    M=  1 = ñ  
  
                                                                                                          

1H  
 

1  

+ 2D6  0 +2D 6  
 

0 

3T  
 

1 3T  1 3T 1 

+4He6  0 +12C6  0 +16O6  0 

7Li  1  
11B 1    

15N           1 19F 1 

+16O6  0 +16O6  0 + 16O6  0 +16O6  0 

23Na   1  
27Al 1  

31P   1 35Cl 
37Cl  

1 
1 

+16O6  0        

39K 
41K 

1 
1 

 

45Sc 

 
1 

51V  1 55Mn 1 59Co 1 63Cu 
65Cu 

1 
1 

71Ga  
69Ga  

1 
1 

 
75As 1 79Br 

81Br 

 

1 
1 

 
87Rb 

85Rb 
1 
1 

  
89Y 

 
1 

 

93Nb 
 

 
1 

  
97Tc 

 
1 

 

101Rh 
 
1 

107Ag 

109Ag  
1 
1 

115In 

113In 
1 
1 

123Sb 
121Sb                 

1 
1 

 
127I 1 

133Cs 1 173Lu 1 183Ta 1 187Re 
 

1 
 

191Ir 
 

1 
 

197Au 1 203Tl 
 

1 
 

207Bi 
  

1 
 

211At 1 
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Periodic table     Elements with zero atomic magnetic moments M                  Building blocks: H, D, He, C, O                 
 Physico-chemical properties  due to atomic magnetic moments  and building blocks                
  òColumns show similar  

physico-chemical characteristics 
 
Legend: p-1H = para-H; p-2D… para –D 
Arrows  → show increments with 4He 

   1H 1 

  +1H6  1 

  +p-2D6  0 

  +p-2D6  0 

6Li→  0  10B→  0 14N 0 4He 0 

  +p-2D6  0 
 

+p-2D6  0 
 

+16O6  0 

 12C 0 12C →  0 16O→  0 20Ne→  0 

12C 6    0           + 16O6  0 +16O6  0 +16O6  0 

24Mg→  
  

0 
 

           
28Si→  0  

32S→      0 36Ar→  0 

+16O6  0             

 
40Ca 0 48Ti→  0 52Cr→  0 56Fe→  0 60Ni→  0  

64Zn 0 76Ge→  0 80Se→  0 84Kr→  0 

 
88Sr 0  

96Zr→  0  100Mo→  0 104Ru→  
 

0 108Pd→  0 112Cd 
 

0 124Sn→  0 128Te→  0 132Xe 0 

136Ba 0 180Hf
→  

0 184W→  0 188Os→  0 192Pt→  0 196Hg 0 208Pb→  0 212Po 0   

 
Remark to first column:  4He + 4He  →  8Be*  that is stable only for a short time.  
But united with oxygen 16O the resulting  24Mg  can be stable.  
Variant of the first column: 4He + 4He  →  8Be*  that is stable only for a short time.  
But united with one hydrogen atom the resulting 9Be can be stable.

The following table shows some elements that comprise  He-4 building blocks  
 

Trends or breaks of trends  
for electron affinity, ionization 
energy and electrical con-

ductivity (see below) are explainable due to changes of the building block configurations  
of the elements.  
So changes in the configuration of the elements may explain the changes of physical properties.  
 
Atomic properties related to atomic structures     
             •   Rule: atomic magnetic moments M  are conserved during fusions 
Quoted are the most abundant isotopes. All elements or isotopes with odd mass numbers  
possess odd magnetic moments.  
There are groups where conservation of the magnetic moment state can be observed.  
Most remarkable is the alkali group. Four members of the group (Li, Na, K, Rb) possess   
the same magnetic moments ( assumed M = 1).  
Why? 
The composition of these elements can be described as:  
 7Li  (1)   +  16O (0) "   23Na (1) 
23Na (1)   +  16O (0) "   39K (1) 
  39K (1)   +  16O (0) "   87Rb (1) 
 
Examples for zero magnetic moment  conservation: 
88Sr (0)   +   16O (0) "  100Mo (0)  Iwamura et. al. reported Sr → Mo! 
108Pd (0)  +  16O ( 0) "  124Sn (0) 

 
 

C-12 = 3 He 
  
 

O-16 = 4 He Ne-20  = 5 He 
Mg  = 6 He Si-28 = 7 He S-32  =  8 He = 2 O Ar-36  = 9 He 
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Addition of 1H ( M =1): Examples for conservation of atomic magnetic moments: 
 M  M  M 
28Si 0 32S 0 24Mg 0 
29Si 1 33S 1 25Mg 1 
30Si 0 34S 0 26Mg 0 
 Magnetic moments M and quadrupole electric moments Q of isobars: 

 
 M Q  M Q  M Q  M Q 
87Rb 1 +0,13 113Cd 1 -0,7 40Ca 0 0 40K 0 -0,06 
87Sr 1 +0,3 113In 1 +0,8 40Ar 0 0    
 

Quadrupole moments are due to structure.  
The structures of 40Ca and 40Ar are not identical.  
Due to their different structures times of flight in the tube of the mass spectrometer are different. 
(But not amount of masses are different, both atoms comprise 40 H-atoms. See the article on 
mass spectrometry.) 
 
 
Are some alleged isotopes in fact distinct elements?  
Plea that 10B   and   11B  are not boron isotopes but distinct elements:  
boron 10B ≡  B   and   11B ≡Me.  
The sign Me is for mendelium, which is the former 11B. 10B is now referred to as boron B. 
 
 Deuterium and tritium can be building blocks in the element forming process. Therefore they 
should be treated as elements, too. 
 6Li and 7Li: when isotopes of an element possess different magnetic moments, these isotopes 
cannot be automatically treated as different elements.  Both Li isotopes form metal bonds. 
Obviously, there is no strict borderline that makes possible to discriminate between elements 
and isotopes. 
Sometimes so called isotopes of an element should be treated as different elements.  
Example boron (B): 
The actual position of B in the periodic table column B-Al-Ga-In-Tl is untenable. There are 
some well-known diagonal relationships in the present periodic table that exhibit similar 
properties of two diagonally adjacent elements. For example B ⇔ Si, both are semiconductors. 
So B should be transferred to become a member of the B-C-Si-Ge-Sn group.  
What we call boron cannot be a metal, a semiconductor (metalloid) or a carbon like atom  
at the same time.  
Therefore another question arises: Actually the element B is conceived as consisting of the two 
isotopes 10B and 11B. Should we treat the alleged isotopes as distinct elements?  
 Yes, the alleged boron isotope 11B should be treated as an element Me  (for mendelium) in the 
column Me-Al-Sc-Y-Lu that are all light-metals. And 10B (for boron) is the first member of the 
B-Si-Ge-In-Sn  group. 
Comparison of  10

5B and 11
5B: regarding magnetic moments M and  quadrupole moments they 

are very different. 
 

 M Q 
10

5B 0 +0,085 
11

5B 1 +0,041 
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Indications that 11B possesses metallic properties: 
Sources: 
For 11B a  β-boron orthorhombic HPHT phase is reported: 
E Y Zarechnaya et al. Synthesis of an orthorhombic high pressure boron phase; DOI:10.1088/1468-

6996/9/4/044209.Science and Technology of Advanced MaterialsVolume 9, Issue 4, December 2008 
 
Wikipedia:  
Compressing boron above 160 GPa produces a boron phase with an as yet unknown structure. 
 Contrary to other phases, which are semiconductors, this phase is a metal and becomes  a 
superconductor with a critical temperature increasing from 4 K at 160 GPa to 11 K at 250 GPa.[45]  
This structural transformation occurs at pressures at which theory predicts the icosahedra will 
dissociate.[46]  
Speculation as to the structure of this phase has included face-centred cubic (analogous to Al) 
 
Speculation may also include a face-centred orthorhombic structure….  
10B (“clean” boron) forms crystal structures like C. For example the borazol ring of B 
corresponds to the benzol ring of C.  
 
Conclusion:  
Here the alleged isotope   
11B is considered as element Me of the metal group Me-Al-Sc-Y-Lu  
and   
10B as the true element boron B of the group B-C-Si-Ge-In-Sn .  
 
11B should be referred to as Me for  Mendelium in honour of Mendelejev 
 
Experimentum crucis: 
 11B and 10B must be separated. Then it must be shown that 11B-atoms form a metal lattice. 
Probably, this metal is a precious aluminium.  
 
 
Remarks to group formation 
 
•  The Mn-Tc-Re column: 
Mendeleev predicted Re as dwi-manganese. Really both, Mn and Re, possess (tentatively 
here) magnetic moments M= 1.  
When it were evident that 11B is to perceive as an element Me and not as a boron isotope,  
i. e. when we introduce new elements, the Moseley law that atomic numbers Z indicates  
the number of electrons and protons expires in a blind alley!  
See the article Moseley’s law refuted. 
 
•  Revision: column  Me – Al – Sc – Y - Lu  is not a  homogeneous group 
 

Sc, Y, Lu, Me and Al have magnetic moment 1. 
 Sc, Y, and Lu have a hexagonal crystal structure. Al, Sc, Y and Lu are 
paramagnetic metals. Sc, Y, and Lu form the scandium group. 
Lu shows more similarities with the other group members than La.  
(See Scerri)  
 

 
Me = 11B 
Al 
Sc 
Y 
Lu 
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•  The 10B – C – Si – Ge –α-Sn  group 
 

The common feature of B, C, Si is that they are non-metals.  
10B (“clean” boron) forms crystal structures like C. For example the borazol ring  
of 10B corresponds to the benzol ring of C.  
The semiconductor Ge can be regarded as a group member because it has a diamond 
crystal structure and its compounds are similar to those of C and Si.  
So 10 B is suitable for a  group: 10B, C, Si, Ge, α-Sn 

Metallic allotropes of C are graphite and nanotubes. 
 
•  The alkali elements 
 
Let us discuss the atoms of the alkali metals Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs at the beginning. In terms of 
current theory they have one valence electron in its outermost shell in common.  
This is the reason for low ionisation energies and on the other side for a great capability of 
chemical reactions.  
All alkali metals (= molecules) have a α-bbc  crystal structure, see the article on metallic 
bonding. 
 Now let us explain the alkali family in terms of the hydrogen compact structure model of  
the atom (Prout).  
There is no explanation for this fact in terms of the Rutherford-Bohr model.  
The alkali elements have an increasing mass number but the chemical behaviour remains 
unchanged because the surface and therefore the bonding mechanism remains the same.  
So it is assumed that this mass increase is nothing but an increase in oxygen building blocks  
that are chemically inactive. 
 Li, Na, K are isomorph because they possess also the same magnetic  moment M = 1 . 
 
•  Alkaline earth metals as triads 
The alkaline earth metals show for their atoms the series:  
Ca-40 + 3 O →  Sr-88 + 3 O → Ba-136. Ca, Sr and Ba possess magnetic moment 0.  
3 O = 48 H-atoms can combine to 48Ti  
Therefore the triad can be regarded as: 40Ca + 48Ti → 88Sr  + 48Ti → 136Ba where the zero 
magnetic moments  are conserved. The fusion of Ca and Sr with Ti can be considered as 
attachments of Ti that do not alter the chemical activity of Sr or Ba.  
Ca-Sr-Ba is a Döbereiner triad: (40 + 136)/2 = 88  
 
•  The Ti-Cr-Fe-Ni-Zn- and the V-Mn-Co-Cu-Ga  as horizontal groups 
according to Gmelin.  Criteria are electronegativity and ionization energies.  
Here is the proposal that uses consecutive  He building blocks to explain periodic patterns: 
Example: 

55Mn + 4He → 59Co +  4He → 63Cu ( conservation of magnetic moment (1)).  
Other example: 

51V(1) + 2× 4He (0) → 59Co (1)   
 
Similiarity of α-As and α-Sb 
 

Crystal structure is the same, the can form the compound AsSb. The mass increment 
from As to Sb is 12× 4He. Element category: metalloids, semiconductor. 
 

 
 

10B 
C 
Si 
Ge 
α-Sn 

α-As 
α-Sb 
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Membership of Hg 
   

Although Hg is chemically similar to the precious metals  
and has no similarity with Zn and Cd, the physical property  
of electron affinity indicates that Hg, Zn and Cd belong together: 
the electron affinity of Zn, Cd and Hg is zero.  
 

Concerning electrical conductivity and its melting point Hg has its one’s own way, it is a very 
poor conductor and it is a liquid.    If one chooses the electrochemical characteristics of the 
elements, Cu, Ag, Hg, Pd, Pt and Au have an increasing potential in volts from + 0,337 to + 1, 
50. Therefore according to these criteria all these metals can be summarized to a group. Bi has 
chemically the characteristics of precious metals.  
 
• The halogen and the chalcogen group 
 

 Here we see the triad S-Se-Te and the halogen family F-Cl-Br-I, 
whose chemical similarities are well known.  
Molecules combine: F2, Cl2, Br2, I2. 
Halogens (X) react with hydrogen to form halides: H2 +X2-�2HX 
Al elements of the left column possess zero magnetic moments.  
Cl and Br possess the same magnetic moment 1. Note that the 
electron affinities for S-Se-Te and Cl-Br-I decrease linearly.  
 

The main difference between the chalcogens and the halogens is their even or odd value  
of the atomic mass number i.e. the number of hydrogen building blocks.  
Odd numbers signify that there is an unpaired hydrogen. This unpaired hydrogen is a little 
magnet and makes the atom magnetic.  
 
•   Alchemy?         
     Genetic engineering of the system of elements 
 

The idea of alchemy that elements can fuse to become new 
elements is possible within Prout´s atomic model.  
Think of a Lego toy that makes it possible to build structures. 
Similarly Li (7 H) plus 4 He ( = 16O) yields Na.  
 

Na plus O yields K. In these processes the physic-chemical surfaces of the atoms remain 
unchanged, only the masses are increased by an attachment of 16O.  
Vertical periodicity is reasonable due to oxygen 16O building blocks during the synthesis of 
elements…Horizontal periodicity: + 4He   
The result is a board where building blocks can be arranged horizontally or vertically. 
 
The Rutherford-Bohr atomic model does not make the proposed fusions possible. The problem 
would be how nuclei and electron shells behave during the fusion. How can the Li nucleus 
incorporate oxygen (16O) or vice versa?  
How can the shell structures be rearranged to get the Na shell structure? 
In the article The Nature of Molecular Bonding the bbc metallic bonding of the alkali metals  
is explained in full detail.  
The lattice consists of nodes and real (material) links that consist of hydrogen atoms.  
Beginning with Li-7 the nodes contain an increasing odd number of H’s. 

 electron  
affinity 

electrical  
conductiviy 

Zn  =  0 17 
Cd  =  0 14 
Hg  =  0  1 

        16O     19F (1) 
+   16O +   16O 
=   32S = 35Cl (1) 
+ 48Ti + 44Ca (0) 
=  80Se  = 79Br (1)  
+ 48Ti +  48Ti   
=  128Te  = 127I (1) 

      3T ê  + 4He"        7Li ê  

 + 16O   + 16O 
     19F + 4He"       23Na 

+ 16Oê   + 16Oê  
      35Cl + 4He"         39K 
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Physical properties of the elements 
 
• Ionization energy eV 
 
I a  II a    III a   IV a   V a   VI a  VII a VIII a  IX a    
Li   5,4 Me  ?      N  14,5 F   17,4 1 
Na  5,2 Al   6      P  10,5 Cl  13 3 
K    4,3 Sc  6,5 V    6,7 Mn  7,4 Co  7,9 Cu  7,7 Ga  6 As  9,8 Br 11,8 5 
Rb  4,2 Y   6,4 Nb  6,9 Tc   7,3 Rh  7,5 Ag  7,6 In   5,8 Sb  8,6 I   10,5 7 
Cs  3,9 Lu 14,7 Ta  7,9 Re  7,9 Ir   9,1 Au  9,2 Tl   6,1 Bi  7,3 At 9,3 9 
 
 
I b  II b    III b   IV b   V  b   VI b  VII b VIII b  IX b    
      10B !    
Be 9.3      C  11,3 O 13,6 Ne 21,6 2 
Mg 7,6      Si 8,2 S  10,4 Ar 15,8 4 
Ca  6,1 Ti  6,8 Cr  6,8 Fe  7,9 Ni  7,6 Zn  9,4 Ge 7,9 Se  9.7 Kr  14 6 
Sr  5,7 Zr 6,8 Mo 7,1 Ru 7,4 Pd  8,3 Cd  9 Sn  7,3 Te  9 Xe 12,1 8 
Ba  5,2 Hf 7,0 W   8 Os 8,7 Pt   9 Hg10,4  Pb  7,4   Po 8  10 
 
Remarks: Going down the columns, ionization energy decreases. Going in a row, ionization 
energy increases. Only after column 7 there is a break of these trends.  
 
 If vibrations reach resonance frequency, the electron of a hydrogen goes away. Some 
hydrogen’s of an atom can be considered as cantilever beams. Example Sc. It consists of 45 
hydrogen’s, one is a cantilever hydrogen 
Differences regarding the resonant frequencies of the alkalis: cantilever beams are elastically 
clamped, but to different degrees…  
Ionization energies for the alkalis Li, Na, K, Rb decrease 5,4; 5,2; 4,3; 4,2. The values of the 
halogens in the row F, Cl, Br, I also decrease: 17,4; 13;11,8; 10,5 but these values are till three 
times greater. 
Regarding the ionization energies of the row Na, Mg, Al ,Cl (5,2; 7,6; 6.0;) the value 7,6 for Mg 
with magnetic moment zero  means that the electron is in a more stable position. 
 
•  Electronegativity shows columns of the known chemical groups.  
  
alkalis alk.earth   10B     halogens He 0 
Li 0.98 Be  1,57 Me=11B  C  2.55 N  3.04 O 3.44 F 3.98 Ne 0 
Na 0.93 Mg 1.31 Al 1.61  Si  1.9 P  2.19 S  2.58 Cl 3.16 Ar 0 
K  0.82 Ca 1 Sc 0.95 Ti  1.54 Ge 2.01 As 2.18 Se 2.55 Br 2.96 Kr 0 
Rb 0.82 Sr 0.89 Y  1,22 Zr 1.33 Sn 1.96 Sb 2.05 Te 2.1 I   2.66 Xe 2.6 
Cs 0.79 Ba 0.89 Lu 1,27 Ce 1.12 Pb 2.33 Bi  2.02 Po 2.0   
 
Rounded: 
    10B      He 0 
Li 1. Be 1,6 Me=11B  C  2.5 N  3.0 O 3.4 F 4.0 Ne 0 
Na 1. Mg 1.3 Al 1.6  Si  1.9 P  2.2 S  2.6 Cl 3.2 Ar 0 
K  0.8 Ca 1. Sc 1.0 Ti  1.5 Ge 2.0 As 2.2 Se 2.6 Br 3.0 Kr 0 
Rb 0.8 Sr 0.9 Y  1,2 Zr 1.3 Sn 2.0 Sb 2.0 Te 2. I   2.7 Xe 2.6 
Cs 0.8 Ba 0.9 Lu 1,3 Ce 1.1 Pb 2.3 Bi  2.0 Po 2..0   
 
Here we remark the same trends as  for ionization energiesm see comments there. According to 
magnetic moments we  distinguish the  groups: alkali metals Li-Na-K-Rb, the earth alkalis  
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Mg-Ca-Sr-Ba, the halogens F-Cl-Br-I. Sc-Y-Lu is the scandium group.  
Remark: The values of 10B and  11B are not known. The current value of boron B (2.04) that is  a 
mix of  10B and 11B (= mendelium)  is not relevant. Regarding column Be, Me, Al, Sc,Y, Lu the 
electronegativity value of Me = 11B is about 1.5. The column of the current periodidic table 
shows nearby electronegativity values that can be interpreted as chemical or physical 
similarities: B (2.04), Al (1.61)   
But this is not true. Al is a metal, B is not a metal but a mix of a metal  Me =11B and a non-metal 
10B. Therefore valence electrons of the electron orbitals don’t determine chemical or physical 
groups.  
 
•   Electron affinity in kJ/mol (see Wikipedia and periodictable.com) 
 
By definition, electron affinity is the energy given off when a gaseous atom adds an extra 
electron to become a negatively charged ion.  
For example F + e- → F - + energy released. Nobel gases, Be, Mg, Hf,  Zn, Cd and Hg don’t 
release energy when they incorporate an electron. 
This might be interpreted so that incorporations of electrons don’t excite the atom.   
Therefore no energy can be released due to the vibration of these atoms. On the other hand, 
chalcogens  (F, Cl, Br, I) show big energy releases by electron affinity.  
 
I a  II a    III a   IV a   V a   VI a  VII a VIII a  IX a    
alkalis        halogens  
Li  60 Me =11B      N     7 F   328 1 
Na  53 Al   42      P    72 Cl 349 3 
K    48 Sc  18  V    51 Mn   0 Co   64 Cu 119 Ga  41 As  79 Br 324 5 
Rb  47 Y   30 Nb  86 Tc  53 Rh 110 Ag 126 In   39 Sb 101 I    295 7 
Cs   46 Lu 50 Ta  31 Re 15 Ir  151 Au 223 Tl  36 Bi   91 At 270 9 
 
I b  II b    III b   IV b   V  b   VI b  VII b VIII b  IX b    
alk.earth      10B ?    
Be   0      C 122 O  141 Ne  0 2 
Mg   0      Si 134 S  200 Ar  0 4 
Ca   2 Ti   8 Cr   65 Fe   15 Ni  112 Zn   0 Ge 119 Se 195 Kr  0 6 
Sr   5 Zr   41 Mo 72 Ru 101 Pd   54 Cd   0 Sn 107 Te 190 Xe  0 8 
Ba  14 Hf  0 W  79 Os 104 Pt  205 Hg   0 Pb  35     10 
 
Remarks: electron affinity defines some vertical physical groups (some of them shown 
coloured). The value of 10B  is not known. The current value of B (27) that is  a mix of  
10B  and 11B  seems to be in the vicinity of the unknown value of mendelium Me, that is  
a metal!  
 
Some remarks regarding molecular  bonding 
 
Bonding is due to magnetic coupling because each hydrogen atom is a tiny magnet. 
Presumption: Hydrogen itself is composed at least of 4 elementary ring magnets that are charged 
+(±)—. 
 But there can  be more neutral parts (±)  inside, we don’t know.... 
 
Metals or molecules are atoms conjoined in some way. Bonding is due to magnetic coupling. 
Bonding agents are hydrogen atoms. 
There are 3 varieties of H-bonds: 
A single hydrogen: —; 
2 hydrogen atoms in series: —— or 
2 hydrogen bonds parallel:  = 
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Obviously, these are first attempts to explain  crystal structures by atomic nuclei that have 
bonding hydrogen atoms attached at their surface.  
In the alkali group there is a periodic increase of mass, for example 7, 23, 39, .. (Li, Na, K,...)..  
The same lattice type for the alkali metals  gives evidence for a group.  
See the article on metallic bonding: Rods of metallic lattices consist of material hydrogen atoms. 
Some considerations about metal lattices are also in the article Molar heat capacities of metals 
depend on crystal structures. See also the article on Molecular bonding  
 
The associate elemental partners in chemical bonding can build up a stable connection if their 
structured superficies are combinable, think at Lego toys. 
Comparing Na with K, K possesses “inside” or “attached” an additional oxygen building block. 
But this does not hinder the capability of K to merge with Cl to KCl. So does Na: NaCl. 
 
Molecular properties        
 • Magnetic type, crystal structure 
 
b = bcc t: trigonal h: hexagonal or:  orthorhom. c cubic 
f = fcc tc: triclinic te: tetragonal orh: orthohedr  
p   paramagnetic F: ferromagn. d: diamagn. af:   anti-ferromagn.  
 
I a  II a    III a   IV a   V a   VI a  VII a VIII a  IX a 
b Li   p  Me ?      h  N  d mcl F    
b Na  p f  Al   p       tc P   d   Cl  d   
b K    p h  Sc   p b  V    p b Mn   p h Co   f  f  Cu    d or  Ga  d   t  As  d  Br  d  
b Rb  p  h  Y    p b  Nb  p h Tc   p f  Rh   p f  Ag   d te  In   d    t  Sb  d or I  d  
b Cs  p   h  Lu  p h  Ta   p h  Re  p f  Ir   p f  Au   d  h  Tl   d   mcl Bi d  f  At 
 
I b  II b    III b   IV b   V  b   VI b  VII b VIII b  IX b 
      ?  B   d   
h Be   d      h  C   d O       d f   Ne   d 
h  Mg  p       th Si   d or  S   d   f   Ar   d 
f  Ca   p h  Ti    p b Cr   af    b Fe  f   f   Ni  f h  Zn   d  f  Ge  d   Se      d   f   Kr   d  
f  Sr    p h  Zr   p b Mo  p  h Ru   p f  Pd  p h  Cd  d  te Sn  p  t   Te    d   f   Xe   d  
b  Ba  p h  Hf  p b W   p h Os   p f  Pt   p  t   Hg  d  f  Pb  d   orh c Po   
 
This periodic table considers  11B and 10B no longer as isotopes but as distinct elements.  
11B should be renamed as element Me = Mendelium. 10B is the new element boron.  
It is necessary to separate 11B and 10B. 10B, the “clean” boron, is a member of the B-C-Si-Ge 
group. Probably it is diamagnetic. For Me = 11B crystal structure and magnetic type are to 
determine.   
Remarkable is a nearly strict demarcation line between paramagnetic and diamagnetic elements! 
Crystal structures show coincidences with columns-  
There is yet a distinction for bbc structures. The alkali metals show the  

                        αbbc  type of the bcc structure.  
" See the article Metallic bonding… 
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•     Electrical conductivity 106 S/m 
 
I a  II a    III a   IV a   V a   VI a  VII a VIII a 
Li  11 Me ?      N 
Na 21 Al 38      P  10 
K  14 Sc  1,8  V    5 Mn  0,6 Co  17 Cu 59 Ga  7,1 As  3,3 
Rb  8,3 Y  1,8 Nb  6,7 Tc   5 Rh  23 Ag 62 In   12 Sb  2,5 
Cs  5 Lu 1,8 Ta  7,7 Re  5.6 Ir    21 Au 45 Tl   6,7 Bi 0,8 
 
 
I b  II b    III b   IV b   V  b   VI b  VII b 
Be 25       
Mg 23      Si semi-c 
Ca  29 Ti   2,5 Cr   7.9 Fe  10 Ni 14 Zn  17 Ge semi-c 
Sr   7.7 Zr   2,4 Mo 20 Ru  14 Pd 10 Cd 14 Sn  9,1 
Ba  2,9 Hf  3,3 W  20 Os  12 Pt   9,4 Hg   1 Pb  4,8 
 
Remarks: the tables for electrical conductivity show vertical groups, whose members  
possess the same order of magnitude.  
There are also horizontal groups, for example Mo-Ru-Pd-Cd.  
 
Periodic table revisited         ⇓ 
Periodic  table revisi ted                      Genesis of periodicity: 
                              Element formation due to successive increments of  2D, 4He, 16O, 12C,  3T 
 
 
 
 
 

Bohr model and Moseley’s law refuted.  
No atomic number Z that determines numbers of electrons, protons and neutrons 
 

H 
 
 

D 

    
                                          10B is  now the element boron  ➩ 

10B   T He 

Li  Be Me ➩   mendelium Me =11B, 
no longer a boron isotope but an element 
 

  C N O F Ne 

Na Mg Al           Si P S Cl Ar 

K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr 

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In α Sn Sb Te I Xe 

Cs Ba Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn 

 
alkali Mendelium metals semiconductor 
alkaline  earths non metal halogen noble gas 
 
Remarks:  
Column 3 contains: Me, Al, Sc, Y, Lu.  
The new element is mendelium, Me, according to  Mendeleew.  
It is possible to denote Sc, Y, and Lu as the scandium group. 
Me is identical with 11B  that must be distinguished from boron  10B.  
The former boron isotopes must be treated as elements.   
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Mendelejev in 1871 proposed a periodic system of elements where as group III members 
the following elements occur: 11B, Al, (Sc), Y. Scandium Sc was unknown at this time. 
 
The periodic table that is based on the Bohr model and on Moseley’s law ends in a disaster 
when the alleged boron isotopes are distinct elements Me and B.  
 
The question of the actinide mendelevium Md: It is a dispraise of the ingenious Mendeleev!  
The plea is to rename 11B into Me: mendelium in honour of Mendeleev. 
 
Below  
see periodic tables of Mendelejev 
 
 

Without any doubt, Mendeleev 
placed 11B  into the appropriate 
group of metals:  
11B  – Al – Sc – Y – Lu. He 
did not mention a  
10B –Al – Ga—Sn group 
where metals are together with 
the non-metal 10B.  
10B was unknown to 
Mendeleev! 
 
See Mendeleev’s handwritten 
periodic table (1869):  
!B =11; Al = 27,4; ? = 68;  
Ur = 116; Au = 197? 
 
 
William Odling in 1864 
 mentioned in the same 
manner the group:  
B-11; Al-27,5;  Zn -65;… 
eU-120  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

See the following periodic tables and Mendeleev’s intentions.  
Source Dr. Mark R. Leach, www. Meta-synthesis.com 
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In 1882  Brauner published  a periodic table (below)where group members are accurately 
described:  B-11 , Al, Sc. Y.  
Instead of La , Scerri proposed at this place Lu, that is very well justified. 
 

 
 
Who did transfer 11B and Al from group 3 to the false location at group 13?  
A recent remark of Eric Scerri to group members: … it was pointed out that the elements 
lutetium (Lu) and lawrencium (Lr) show greater similarities with scandium (Sc) and yttrium 
(Y) than do lanthanum (La) and actinium (Ac) 
Source: Mendeleev's Periodic Table Is Finally Completed and What To Do about Group 3? 
Chemistry international,vol.34 No. 4 July-August 2012 
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Appendix: 
 
Refutation of the quantum mechanics based periodic table 
 
The reason of the periods 2, 8, 18 of the QM periodic table is the completion of electron shells 
under consideration.  
The causality for the completeness of shells has never been explained.  
The series 2, 8, 18 is explained ex post by the inability of the noble gases to build up  
chemical compounds.  
 
Subtle QM rules invented to save the phenomena 
[lea] 
 

Pauli Exclusion Principle Orbitals can contain a maximum of two electrons which must be of 
opposite spin. 

Aufbau or Build-up Principle Electrons enter and fill lower energy orbitals before higher energy 
orbitals. 

Hund's Rule When there there are degenerate (equal energy) orbitals available, 
electrons will enter the orbitals one-at-a-time to maximise 
degeneracy, and only when all the orbitals are half filled will 
pairing-up occur. This is the rule of maximum multiplicity. 

Madelung's Rule Orbitals fill with electrons as n + l, where n is the principal quantum 
number and l is the subsidiary quantum number. This rule 
'explains' why the 4s orbital has a lower energy than the 3d orbital, 
and it gives the periodic table its characteristic appearance. 

 
 
As several times mentioned, a crucial experiment for the existence of extra nuclear 
electrons is missing up to now.  
 
Moseley discovered in 1913 that the elements radiate due to incident X-rays with 
(Eigen)frequencies that increase  with (Z – 1)2 where Z is the atomic number. Moseley’s law can 
be expressed for the so called Kα lines of the elements: 
Frequency = ν (Kα) = νRydberg (1 – ¼) (Z - 1)2  
νRydberg = 3,23 x 1015 Hz   
 
According to this formula all isotopes of a chemical element have the same X-ray Eigen 
frequency! This is impossible, there is a mass shift for isotope frequencies.  
 
Unfortunately Moseley died in world war II and therefore could not research isotopes. See 
further comments to Moseley’s law under Moseley’s law refuted. Result: Atomic numbers Z   
are pointless, they have nothing to do with the number of protons in nuclei. 
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Objections to the current quantum mechanics explanation of the periodic table  
 
The elements of the vertical columns of the periodic table allegedly form chemical groups  
or families. The alleged reason for this property is the number of the so-called valence 
configurations of electrons.  
It is distinguished between core electrons that do not participate in chemical interactions  
like bonding and valence electrons, which work in the bonding formation.  
Valence electrons are the electrons in the two outermost electron shells.  
For every alleged group there is a valence configuration. 
 Examples: For the boron group the alleged valence configuration is: (ns)2(np)1; n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 
For the carbon-group: (ns)2(np)2; n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.  
For the noble gas group: (1s)2,  (ns)2(np)6; n = 2, 3, 4, 5,  6.  
The noble gas group is exemplary for the QM periodic table: The outermost p6 shells and the 
second outermost s2 shells are identical for Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe and Rn; He possesses only the  
1s2 shell. 
The quantum leap in the next row of the table takes place when the outermost shells are 
completed. That means that 2 electrons for helium and 2 + 8 = 10 electrons for the other noble 
gases form the complete K- and L-shells, respectively. 
Examples below show that there are QM groups in the periodic table that include members with 
different numbers of electrons in the second outermost shell – a clear violation of the principle 
of QM group formation. One might argue that different numbers of electrons in a shell cause 
only small modifications of the chemical properties but it would be better to confess that the 
method has failed.  

Further objections to QM: 
Dispute in the www: 
Troubles with “true” electron shells 
Electronic configuration rules produce a mess 
Examples: transition metals 
 
1: http://chemistry.stackexchange.com:  Nb = [Kr] 5s14d4 
Why is that so? What factors stabilize this configuration, compared to the obvious 5s24d3 
(aufbau principle), or the otherwise possible 5s04d5 (half-filled shell)? 
 
2:  The nickel atom has two electron configurations,  
[Ar] 3d8 4s2 and [Ar] 3d9 4s1, which are very close in energy 
 
3: https://www.quora.com/Why-is-the-electron configuration of palladium 5s0 4d10?  
Why is 5s0 4d10 more stable than 5s2 4d8?  
Answers show a mess:  
Aufbau principle and simple explanations are not accurate sense for heavy atoms… 
Aufbau rule cannot predict all electron configurations as it doesn't take into account  
electron-electron interactions. In the end the Aufbau is only a rule of thumb 
Madelung rule is not an exact result derived from first principles, but rather a rule of thumb 
Then we have the rules of Hund and Pauli’s principle… 
 
4: Questions regarding valence:  
The 4d subshell of Pd does not belong to a valence shell, so two electrons of the 4d shell must 
serve as valence electrons. For Ni there is the same problem. If Ni would possess the electron 
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configuration Ni:[Ar]3d8 4s2 then the two s electrons are valence electrons. But why Ni should 
not be [Ar]3d9 4s1? Regarding the explanation of the Ni-Pd-Pt group the claim is that there are  
+2 oxidation valence states:  
Ni2+= 3d8; Pd2+ = 4d8 and Pt2+ = 5d8. So they have d8 configurations in their most common 
chemical compounds. 
 
5: The inner electrons circle with high velocities. Some authors claim that the relativistic mass 
increase must be taken into account… Nobody has observed these electrons… 
The present author explains the membership of Ni, Pd and Pt in a group because all possess  
fcc structure. Pd and Pt are paramagnetic, Ni is ferromagnetic.  
The group members show the following mass increments:  
Ni + mass of 48 hydrogen’s = Pd + 88 H’s = Pt. Those mass increments are not chemically 
active because they don’t change the surfaces of the elements.. 

Cynthia Kolb Whitney’s severe criticism on the Periodic Table  
 
[cyn] culminated in the pointed remark that the table is a mess. Let me quote the crucial point 
for this verdict: 
The pattern of the Periodic Table is usually interpreted as implying successive atomic ‘shells’, 
occupied by electrons numbering 2, 8, 8, 18, 18, 32.  
One might well think there ought to be some correlation between a ‘shell’ and a radial quantum 
number.  
 
But clearly, the ‘shell’ structure of the periodic table of the chemical elements is simply not 
matched by the ‘radial quantum number states’ offered by Quantum Mechanics. Attempting to 
match them up produces a most complicated mess. 
One might reasonably expect that as one goes to higher atomic number, the standard quantum 
states would get filled up in order of energy. But in fact, the filling sequence sometimes jumps 
around, so the l = 0 states for some n + 1 start filling before the  l = 2  or 3 states for  n  are 
done filling. This happens for n = 3, 4, 5, 6, and probably would continue that way if there were 
more stable elements.  
Also, the filling order can be go l = 0, then l = 2, then l = 1, then l = 3. 
 As for  l > 3, those states never fill all. This is a mess… 
 
Mendelejev, Meyer, Odling and other chemists of the 19th century conceived the periodic table 
without any reference to an atomic model! 
As the Rutherford-Bohr atomic model with its partition into nuclei and electronic shells  
(or orbitals) is untenable, chemical groups of the periodic table are artefacts and exist in  
some cases only accidentally in the order given in the periodic table.  
Periodicity is due to element genesis that is aufbau with building blocks… 
 
It is the scope of this article to explain physic-chemical families in terms of an atomic model 
where every element and its isotopes are specific clusters of hydrogen atoms:   
Hydrogen atoms are the bricks. Four hydrogen atoms constitute a very stable compound 
building block, namely Helium 4He .  
Four  4He ( = 16O) constitutes again a stable building block. 
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_______________________________________________________________ 
Appendix: The right interpretation of the Stern-Gerlach experiment 
 
Quantized magnetic moments of atoms 
  
Stern-Gerlach measured the magnetic moment of silver atoms that is a composite of magnetic 
hydrogen atoms according to Prout. 
Magnetic moments are due to magnetic moments of unpaired hydrogen atoms and not due to 
fictitious angular momenta associated with orbital and spin motions of shell electrons. 
According to Russel and Sauders the total angular momentum is  
 J = L + S, where L are the momenta due to electron orbits and S are the electron spins. 
The existence of electron orbitals cannot be verified by direct experiments.  
Stern-Gerlach reported two deflected beams only. In order to explain this result,  
quantum mechanics (QM) suggested a priori that the outermost 5s1-electron of silver does not  
orbit the nucleus. 
 QM believed that for the Stern-Gerlach experiment for silver as well as for the Phipps-Taylor 
experiment for hydrogen the same physical premise exists, namely that only one non-orbiting 
electron causes the magnetic moment due to its spin. 
So Phipps-Taylor expected for hydrogen the same result as for silver, namely two deflected 
beams. But for hydrogen they observed  in addition an undeviated third beam that remained 
mysterious. 
The contradicting  outcomes of these experiments don’t have an explanation in terms of QM,   
so the existence of orbitals does not become reliable.  
According to Prout every atom consists of hydrogen atoms. An unpaired hydrogen atom causes  
a magnetic moment M = 1.  
We can opt for magnetic moment 
 M = 1 for all elements with odd mass number A   
and M = 0 for all atoms with whole-number atomic mass A.  
Then  experiments decides if our assumptions are correct or not 
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